Let M and N be von Neumann algebras such that TVcM'. Let Z=Nr\M and p be any normal positive linear functional of (M\JN 
The uniqueness holds in the following slightly more general form.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2* Let IJL and p be normal linear functional s of N and /t be positive. An operator h Q € N satisfying (1) and (2) of Lemma 1 is unique^ if it exists.
Proof. Suppose h Q and h' Q satisfy (1) and (2) . which maps <36^(C")(g)l onto KgJ^CC 1 "). Consider (on Then F^M^)t from M to TV coincides with ff^ due to the following computation and hence is positive by our earlier result.
If a linear map F from M into N is transposed-2-positive and satisfies F(T)F(Q} = F(Q\QeM
where we have used the fact that the modular operator for a faithful is non-empty due to the weak compactness. Let Q be in this set. Then from (2.13)3 we have
From the uniqueness in Lemma 2 3 we have and hence the set (2.14) consists of a single point F^M(Q). Thus
w-lim
The weak continuity on bounded sets implies the normality and the (T-weak continuity for a positive linear mapping.
Next, we assume that a net Q a^M has a strong limit Q and \\Q a \\ If Ap^Ap), then
and hence limjr/l -*%>"))£, = 0.
As before, we have
The proof of (3) Remark 2. In order to define F^M(Q\ p need not be normal on the whole (MW-ZVy, but it is sufficient that p is normal on N. The uniqueness and existence together with properties (1) 3 (2) 5 (3), (4), (6) 5 (7) and (8) 
), then G-G' also satisfies p((G-G')Q f +Q f (G-G'» = Q for all Q r e M. In particular, we have p((C-CO*(C-CO) = 0 for ^-(G-GO*. Since p is faithful on s(p)Ms(p),
we have G-G'=0 and hence the uniqueness. is also positive and hence F is n positive. Here l n and t n denote the identity mapping and a transposition of n X n matrices.
Q. E a D.
